Start-ups and shrewd marketing moves
MADHUMATHI D.S

Business Line Flipkart, a success despite spending little on conventional marketing.

Lessons from young companies on new-age advertising and promotion both thrifty and effective

Less is more. The rookies of the merchandising world never tire of telling us this - now or then.

Five years ago, when two young men began building a ‘click and order' bookstore, advertising their wares in the
conventional media was the last thing their Rs 4-lakh savings pool would have allowed. Chandigarh-bred IIT bu
Sachin Bansal and Binny Bansal churned their sales machine purely by word of mouth, via blogs and even by be
there at book fairs. Flipkart today is not only the barely-30 Bansals' big story, it has turned out to be India's big
tail marvel. It's another thing now that they eventually took the ad plunge - after all, Flipkart's sales are ticking
towards Rs 500 crore this year, for little money they splashed on promos.

Yet another start-up is merrily slurping on its success story with minimal spend and giving much bigger rivals
along with a run for their money. Popular noodles and sauces brand Ching's Secret is one of the most digitally p
FMCG brands. Ajaay Gupta's Mumbai-based Capital Foods smartly uses YouTube and social marketing media
MNC rivals on the shelves.

What's with the cool new Davids of marketing with their out-of-the box low-cost/ no-cost promotions? Ask Jes
Paul, former Wipro Chief Marketing Officer who has said it all in her much-read No Money Marketing. No-cos
marketing that most successful start-ups employ is one mantra to reduce wastage even as they reach the target
Paul, CEO of Paul Writer Strategic Advisory that she floated in late 2009 for start-ups.

Smart, not stingy

Frugal marketing, according to Pavan Padaki, Director - Insights and Creative at brand consultancy Brand-Com
should not be seen as a compromised marketing strategy. It allows you to be innovative, demands that you be s
and more effective than the rest of the pack. “Just because I don't have a big (marketing) budget, people should
think I have no money. It is more about being smart, innovative and impactful … It is also more about cutting w

than about cutting cost.”

The spend-little-on-marketing concept has been around for a while. It's a mindset that gets you to make Rs 100
like Rs 150, she says. It's not just because you don't have money. The inclination is in a company's culture, ever
industry has it, even large companies such as CitiBank and Unilever have tried it, by being online or associating
themselves with sports. But it's the start-ups that seem to have polished the tricks and branded them as their o
‘FM' is a way of life for Paul.

Some years ago, big-buck IT companies found out a frugal way to recruit, Padaki reminds us. “The HR people b
their internal communications and started rewarding employees for referrals. The result: What used to be an e
page appointments pull-out in newspapers has come down to four pages. And for a fifth - or a lakh of rupees - o
cost of newspaper insertions, the companies got the talent they wanted.”

For Bangalore-based brand guru Manosh R. Sengupta, it's nothing but jugaad; a value system rather than sma
marketing jargon. Improvisation in the face of scarce resources is a genetically ingrained survival skill in Indian
it is this DNA that in many ways defines us from the rest of the world. Says Brand-@titude's Parent, Nurturer a
Mentor, “For me, the concept of frugality has always existed in India. In fact, it is a way of life for us.” The costconscious entrepreneur makes do somehow with whatever little resources there are at his or her disposal. The k
here is the improvisation that gets into the game.

Spurred by recession

As Padaki sees it, “Recession was one of the best things to happen to the marketing world, it has made many pe
invent and re-invent the way to market.”

Today's commonplace platforms - blogs, the Internet, Facebook, Twitter and YouTube - give you instant respon
and interaction and quickly tell you where you stand. The newbie venture knows its market reach almost imme
Ten years ago you had to wait for the results to know if you had made it or not.

In Paul's view, low-cost marketing is not about saving money but about how effective your message to buyers is
there are eye-popping successes such as direct marketing star Tupperware, offbeat prize campaigns such as the
Mahindra ‘guess the price' campaign for Xylo, she remarks, “We have not done that good a job with low-cost
marketing, for the majority of brands is hooked to mass media. In India, the social media penetration is low, F
are low and companies cannot do online marketing alone.”

It's unconfirmed but apparently some new ventures gained 30 per cent by value when they thought up their ow
‘priceless' market drives.

Brand-@titude's Sengupta recalls how upstart soapsud Nirma years ago ‘walloped' an MNC detergents brand.
a mix of price competitiveness; focus on trade margins and the radio - and later the TV - to promote the brand
frugal jingle still airs and has a high recall.

Of late, umpteen new domestic cell phone manufacturers have sprung up and easily sliced the pie off MNC bran
such as Nokia, Samsung, Sony Ericsson or Motorola. Sengupta observes, “The Indian mobile handset manufact
are a sparkling example of how to take on the MNC giants in a David vs Goliath scenario. The segment that pop
the lower portion of the pyramid seeks affordable solutions to achieve its sense of aspirations and Indian brand
made it possible through pricing and reach … an area where the fancier MNC brands have failed. Additionally,
brands have better insights into the consumer psyche and offer apps that are more utility-oriented.”

None of these efforts required any big spends or big media. So, frugal marketing, which always existed, has bec
buzzword and caught on.
Sengupta is certain that “Frugal marketing, if not already there, will inevitably become a cornerstone of any
marketing culture. We already see it happening. CMOs are under pressure to justify marketing ROI, and this
inevitably leads to innovation.”

The day may not be far when the social media and digital technology - the platforms that we now put in the fru

marketing bracket due to their low cost - will very soon become part of the mainstream thanks to alert, experim
marketers - as Jessie Paul and Sengupta foresee it. Although small companies even now get pushed into ‘doing
ads', Paul believes that gradually “low-cost marketing is already so much a way of life” that more and more Ind
companies will have to look at it. One day it may be the full new order.
madhu@thehindu.co.in
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Companies
Foundry industry hit by non-availability of iron ore 1 days 9 hr. 35 min. ago
REC trading high, but trend disappoints 1 days 9 hr. 40 min. ago
Bharat Light picks up stake in SunEdison project 1 days 9 hr. 43 min. ago
Zynergy's module plant in TN 1 days 9 hr. 46 min. ago
Fitch reconfirms ‘stable' rating for Vedanta 1 days 9 hr. 50 min. ago
Orient Green sells 18,500 RECs worth Rs 5.6 cr 1 days 9 hr. 52 min. ago
Emami Paper hopes to get eco, water clearances for Odisha project 1 days 9 hr. 53 min. ago
Paper use set to rise on education push, key industries 1 days 10 hr. 4 min. ago
ACC to set up clinker facility in Chhattisgarh 1 days 10 hr. 8 min. ago
Salarpuria Sattva Group to train people in facility management 1 days 10 hr. 18 min. ago
Bulk orders to energise BGR 1 days 10 hr. 20 min. ago
Tata Housing to build 135-acre township project in Ahmedabad 1 days 10 hr. 40 min. ago
Chinese auto major keen to set up casting facility in India 1 days 11 hr. 10 min. ago
Half of subsidy refunds delayed: Electric vehicles industry 1 days 11 hr. 13 min. ago
Australian firm to pick up 74% stake in Hyderbad pharma firm Cheminnova 1 days 11 hr. 23 min. ago
B/E Aerospace opens engineering services division in Hyderabad 1 days 13 hr. 46 min. ago
Enquiry into Lanco case is still going on: Minister 1 days 14 hr. 58 min. ago
Sun Pharma gets USFDA nod for generic schizophrenia tablets 1 days 15 hr. 4 min. ago
JSW Steel to complete $275-m fund raising in March 1 days 15 hr. 15 min. ago
BGR-Hitachi Power emerges L1 bidder for NTPC order 1 days 15 hr. 17 min. ago
ACC to set up plant in Chhattisgarh 1 days 16 hr. 45 min. ago
AstraZeneca recalls sterile products made at Bangalore unit 1 days 18 hr. 3 min. ago
Mirc Elec puts loss due to fire at unit at Rs 57 cr 1 days 19 hr. 10 min. ago
Cove Energy: GAIL considering joint bid with partner 1 days 20 hr. 30 min. ago

Markets

ONGC: Expect moderate returns 1 days 9 hr. 41 min. ago
Indian ADRs gain $57 b since Jan 1 days 15 hr. 55 min. ago
Dewan Housing raises Rs 304 cr via QIBs 1 days 19 hr. 18 min. ago

Stock Markets
SEBI bans KE Consultancy, proprietor from trading 1 days 9 hr. 27 min. ago
Fiscal consolidation to manage deficit, hope analysts 1 days 9 hr. 29 min. ago
Broker's call 1 days 9 hr. 31 min. ago
Day Trading Guide 1 days 10 hr. 22 min. ago
Corporate news 1 days 10 hr. 23 min. ago
SEBI ad code may help mutual funds save costs 1 days 10 hr. 26 min. ago
RCom redeems FCCBs worth Rs 5,825 cr 1 days 17 hr. 16 min. ago
Muthoot Finance NCD issue to open on March 2 1 days 18 hr. 34 min. ago
ONGC scrip climbs on stake sale decision 1 days 20 hr. 37 min. ago
Sensex ends flat 1 days 22 hr. 56 min. ago

Commodities
Demand may keep castor stable 1 days 11 hr. 22 min. ago
Poor offtake keeps pulses sluggish 1 days 11 hr. 23 min. ago
Resale pressure pushes down imported oils 1 days 11 hr. 25 min. ago
Bearish sentiment continues in rice market 1 days 11 hr. 26 min. ago
Lower open sale quota boosts sugar 1 days 11 hr. 28 min. ago
Export demand lends colour to turmeric 1 days 11 hr. 31 min. ago
Short-term correction likely in pepper 1 days 11 hr. 36 min. ago
Silver futures gain on firm global cues 1 days 19 hr. 7 min. ago
Oil prices rebound on Iran concerns 1 days 22 hr. 55 min. ago

Today's Pick
Shoppers Stop (Rs 341.8): Buy 1 days 10 hr. 18 min. ago

Gold
Jewellers not dazzled by gold savings account plan 1 days 10 hr. 30 min. ago
Silver zooms on speculative buying 1 days 13 hr. 21 min. ago
Gold futures up at Rs 29,286 per 10 gm 1 days 19 hr. 56 min. ago

Forex
Alpari technical report for Feb 29 1 days 17 hr. 53 min. ago
Alpari currency daily for Feb 29 1 days 21 hr. 18 min. ago
Rupee gains 6 paise against dollar 1 days 22 hr. 3 min. ago

Industry & Economy
2G: Govt to challenge ruling on auction route 1 days 9 hr. 32 min. ago
Non-tariff barriers still an issue, says Sri Lankan official 1 days 10 hr. 20 min. ago
AP industries in limbo over power holidays 1 days 10 hr. 26 min. ago

Industry Ministry wants income-tax rebate for electric vehicle buyers 1 days 11 hr. 5 min. ago
Karuturi's cut-rose exports wither on European winter blues 1 days 11 hr. 26 min. ago
Chambers concern on decelerating GDP 1 days 11 hr. 52 min. ago
India welcomes Pak's move to shift to negative list regime 1 days 12 hr. 49 min. ago
Wheat exports to more than double in 2012-13 on record harvest 1 days 15 hr. 42 min. ago
Govt yet to decide on Madhavan Nair’s request for fresh probe: PMO 1 days 16 hr. 41 min. ago
India remains Abu Dhabi’s second best tourist market 1 days 17 hr. 36 min. ago
NTPC to supply 250 MW power to Bangladesh 1 days 18 hr. 42 min. ago

Economy
India's exports to EU rise 24% in April-Dec, defying slowdown 1 days 9 hr. 43 min. ago
FICCI offers to help in ‘Emerging Kerala' campaign 1 days 9 hr. 57 min. ago
Nabard links 30,000 joint liability groups to banks NGOs 1 days 10 hr. 11 min. ago
Global author shares 7 Best Practices of Leaders 1 days 10 hr. 16 min. ago
Make buying private power hassle-free: Textile industry 1 days 10 hr. 46 min. ago
Global meet on renewable energy to shed light on business opportunities 1 days 11 hr. 2 min. ago
Lepakshi Knowledge Hub to start work on textile park by April 1 days 11 hr. 3 min. ago
Canada keen on tie ups in chemicals, food processing sectors 1 days 11 hr. 5 min. ago
Odisha asks Central units to upgrade wastewater treatment 1 days 11 hr. 36 min. ago
Madhya Pradesh, Sikkim bag maximum tourism awards 1 days 11 hr. 37 min. ago
India seeks 3-4 mt more crude oil from Iraq 1 days 13 hr.
‘Rich Arab nations keen to invest in India’ 1 days 15 hr. 25 min. ago
Aircel-Maxis deal: CBI to send judicial requests to Bermuda, UK soon 1 days 16 hr. 5 min. ago
Aircel-Maxis deal: CBI to seek details of money trail from UK, Bermuda 1 days 16 hr. 7 min. ago
Engineering exporters seek technology upgradation fund in Budget 1 days 16 hr. 54 min. ago
Vinod Rai to head Asian audit body 1 days 17 hr. 12 min. ago
Science lessons now available on mobile phones 1 days 17 hr. 14 min. ago
Pak Cabinet okays phasing out of negative list regime 1 days 17 hr. 36 min. ago
S.M. Krishna going to Egypt on a 3-day visit 1 days 17 hr. 58 min. ago
‘Key Pakistan ministries oppose trade liberalisation with India' 1 days 18 hr. 6 min. ago
India proposes early presidential elections in Maldives to end political impasse 1 days 19 hr. 51 min. ago
At 6.1%, economic growth hits 3-year low 1 days 20 hr. 54 min. ago
Two LeT men nabbed in Delhi; terror strikes foiled 1 days 21 hr. 22 min. ago
US to create trade enforcement unit 1 days 21 hr. 28 min. ago
Having blunt conversation with India, China on Iranian oil: US 1 days 21 hr. 46 min. ago
US expresses concern over Pak diverting aid money 1 days 22 hr. 35 min. ago
Obama confident of second presidential term 1 days 22 hr. 50 min. ago

Info-tech
No second unit in Bengal without SEZ status, says Infosys 1 days 10 hr. 13 min. ago
Karnataka announces gaming, animation policy 1 days 10 hr. 20 min. ago
Sybase in pact with US firm Symphony Teleca 1 days 10 hr. 29 min. ago
App stores will be the next big thing in core banking: Gartner 1 days 10 hr. 33 min. ago
IT-BPO industry hopes for Advance Pricing in this Budget 1 days 10 hr. 36 min. ago
Entry of MNCs puts dual-SIM mobile market on ‘duel' mode 1 days 10 hr. 38 min. ago
Airtel selects Nokia Siemens to manage 4G network in Maharashtra 1 days 10 hr. 44 min. ago
AP to ask Centre to settle tax refund, land issues for IT sector 1 days 10 hr. 56 min. ago
IBM launches entry-level cloud solution 1 days 11 hr. 9 min. ago

Wipro launches linking solution for telecom operators 1 days 11 hr. 12 min. ago
ExlService Q4 net rises 16% at Rs 46.55 cr 1 days 14 hr. 28 min. ago
Infosys, Bengal Govt to discuss SEZ issue 1 days 15 hr. 14 min. ago
2G licence: Sivasankaran seeks return of investments 1 days 16 hr. 13 min. ago
Tata Tele seeks review of SC order cancelling 2G licences 1 days 16 hr. 23 min. ago
MindTree appoints Subroto Bagchi as Chairman 1 days 16 hr. 50 min. ago
Security breaches: Industry in belligerent mood 1 days 16 hr. 55 min. ago
Google’s new privacy policy may violate EU rules 1 days 19 hr. 53 min. ago
Govt to auction 4G spectrum this year: Sibal 1 days 20 hr. 45 min. ago
IBM offers incentives to business partners 1 days 22 hr. 23 min. ago

Agri-biz
$85 m from ADB for Maharashtra agri-infra project 1 days 10 hr. 9 min. ago
Volume hits 4-week low at Coonoor tea sale 1 days 10 hr. 57 min. ago
A.P. aqua feed plant to get Chinese equipment 1 days 10 hr. 59 min. ago
Mixed trend in spot rubber 1 days 11 hr. 35 min. ago
Global rubber output up 8.2% in 2011 1 days 11 hr. 36 min. ago
First alphonso mangoes of season arrive in Gujarat 1 days 15 hr. 14 min. ago
Icrisat project to study impact of climate change on diseases, insect pests 1 days 21 hr. 43 min. ago

Banking
Correction in gold prices will not affect financial stability: RBI study 1 days 9 hr. 22 min. ago
M. G. Sanghvi is new CMD of Syndicate Bank 1 days 9 hr. 24 min. ago
Spain's BBVA backs out of stake buy in BoB Cards 1 days 9 hr. 27 min. ago
Allahabad Bank to roll out 5,000 POS terminals 1 days 9 hr. 29 min. ago
Moody's lowers Central Bank's rating to ‘negative' 1 days 9 hr. 34 min. ago
Home loan growth slows to 13.2% in Jan 1 days 9 hr. 35 min. ago
Bad loan situation not alarming, say bankers 1 days 9 hr. 35 min. ago
Union Bank may soon cut interest rates on retail loans 1 days 9 hr. 42 min. ago
StanChart Group posts $6.78 bn profit in 2011 1 days 9 hr. 50 min. ago
Karnataka Bank launches gift, travel cards 1 days 10 hr. 21 min. ago
Corporation Bank's SHG-bank linkage programme bags Nabard award 1 days 10 hr. 23 min. ago
Chola Hospital Cash Healthline Insurance Policy launched 1 days 10 hr. 59 min. ago
Dewan Housing Finance allots shares worth Rs 304 cr to QIBs 1 days 11 hr. 44 min. ago
SBH hikes interest rate on domestic term deposits 1 days 17 hr. 45 min. ago
5.31 lakh candidates pass bank clerical exam 1 days 19 hr. 7 min. ago
StanChart India profit down 33% 1 days 20 hr. 18 min. ago
Budget 2012: Plea to raise tax benefits on home loans 1 days 20 hr. 27 min. ago
Rupee gains 6 paise against dollar 1 days 20 hr. 59 min. ago

Logistics
Safety related jobs: Rly union concerned over vacancies 1 days 10 hr. 8 min. ago
Ministry plans multi-pronged strategy for improving road safety 1 days 10 hr. 16 min. ago
Court asks Govt to set up tribunal to study seamen's wage pact 1 days 11 hr. 5 min. ago
No strike effect on SE Rly 1 days 11 hr. 11 min. ago
AllCargo Logistics begins corporate recast 1 days 11 hr. 14 min. ago
Mr PK Sinha to be new shipping secretary 1 days 11 hr. 15 min. ago

Meet on customs clearance of liquid bulk cargoes 1 days 11 hr. 31 min. ago
Outbound vehicles adding to Delhi pollution: CM 1 days 11 hr. 40 min. ago
'Arunachal Pradesh soon on rail map' 1 days 18 hr. 14 min. ago
Kingfisher cannot be closed down: Aviation Minister 1 days 18 hr. 42 min. ago

Marketing
Court orders winding upof retail chain Subhiksha 1 days 9 hr. 52 min. ago
Getting design into the everyday 1 days 9 hr. 56 min. ago
Digital media firm Komli buys Admax 1 days 18 hr. 28 min. ago

Government & Policy
Ethiopia sets up Consulate in Bangalore 1 days 10 hr. 10 min. ago
Draft guidelines for land allocations formulated 1 days 10 hr. 54 min. ago
BJP calls for greater co-operation between States, Centre 1 days 11 hr.
‘SC river-linking order does not apply to Kerala' 1 days 11 hr. 31 min. ago
Rs 650-cr flood control project for Bengal 1 days 11 hr. 35 min. ago
Health outlay to be hiked to 2.5% of GDP 1 days 12 hr. 40 min. ago
Govt may urge RBI to cut rates, CRR 1 days 12 hr. 46 min. ago
Tata Housing launches low-cost township near Ahmedabad 1 days 15 hr. 38 min. ago
Power situation in TN to improve in next 6 months 1 days 16 hr. 44 min. ago
Uttarakhand to set up export promotion council 1 days 17 hr. 20 min. ago
Wonderla Holidays to set up new parks in Chennai, Hyderabad 1 days 18 hr. 50 min. ago
AP plans policy for regional greenfield airports 1 days 19 hr. 13 min. ago
Tiger conservation: Maharashtra villagers get first instalment of rehab package 1 days 21 hr. 2 min. ago
Govt to distribute VHF radio sets to fishermen 1 days 22 hr. 7 min. ago

Opinion
Budget must spur private investment 1 days 10 hr. 57 min. ago
The real foreign hand 1 days 10 hr. 58 min. ago
Time to give biotech a boost 1 days 10 hr. 59 min. ago

Editorial
Oil shock 1 days 11 hr. 11 min. ago

G Parthasarathy
Pitfalls of policy drift and neglect 1 days 11 hr. 7 min. ago

S Murlidharan
The rich should be taxed more 1 days 10 hr. 58 min. ago
‘Contract of sale cannot be rescinded without proper notice' 1 days 12 hr. 1 min. ago

Letters
Decoding Bt cotton 1 days 11 hr. 37 min. ago

Features
Now, ‘Sunburn — The Movie’ to hit the big screen 1 days 18 hr. 42 min. ago

Smartbuy
VW Touareg 2012 review 1 days 14 hr. 33 min. ago
From ramps to rooms 1 days 16 hr. 13 min. ago

Mobile handsets
Six smartest smartphones 1 days 15 hr. 52 min. ago

BrandLine
Crunch! Your chips have gone digital 1 days 13 hr. 46 min. ago
Measure for measure 1 days 14 hr. 29 min. ago
What makes a brand relevant? 1 days 14 hr. 43 min. ago
Brand value: Countries or companies? 1 days 14 hr. 45 min. ago
The Facebook farmer 1 days 14 hr. 54 min. ago
Freedom fabric gets a fashionable makeover 1 days 15 hr. 10 min. ago
Finding gold in old brands 1 days 15 hr. 19 min. ago
Sunny side up 1 days 15 hr. 27 min. ago
More energy, by word of mouth 1 days 15 hr. 34 min. ago
Start-ups and shrewd marketing moves 1 days 15 hr. 41 min. ago
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